To help preserve the area for your camping pleasure and for future generation, please follow these rules:

- All plants, animals, natural and cultural features are protected.
- Park vehicles and trailers within rock lined areas only.
- Bicycle riders must stay on all roads (improved and primitive).
- Shooting and hunting, possession of loaded firearms and any explosive devices are not permitted.
- Fires are allowed only in the provided metal fire rings.
- Dogs must remain leashed and are not allowed on established trails.
- To make the camping experience enjoyable for all, observe reasonable quiet time from 8:00pm through 10:00am. Please, no generators operation during these hours.
- All licensed vehicles; street legal and OHV with green stickers, may travel on the primitive (dirt) road system within the park. All drivers of vehicles within the park must be licensed drivers. Exception - Cantil Wash and the frontage road south of Cantil Wash is open to unlicensed operators of OHV green sticker vehicles when accompanied by a parent or guardian and operating pursuant to the requirements of CVC 38503-38506.

To learn more about this unique and fragile area, you are encouraged to drop by the visitor center, attend the weekend campfire programs, and enjoy the nature walks. We hope you enjoy your visit and please come again.